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THE ULSTER MEDICAL JOURNAL enters on the third year of its existence. When it
was first proposed there seemed to be an almost universal consensus of opinion
that it would not survive the first year; that sufficient material would not be avail-
able to fill its pages, and the interest of the profession in it would wane. Happily
these pessimistic views have not been substantiated by events. The Journal has
been a success, both from the point of view of interest and circulation. The high
standard set in the papers published is a point of pardonable pride both to the
Editorial Board and to the authors who contributed to its pages; but the Editorial
Board is not content to rest on these achievements, and it is ever ready to receive
constructive criticism, or suggestions to increase the interest of its pages.
One suggestion recently made is that a portioni of the journal should be devoted
to short clinical reports of unusually interesting or uncommon cases. This suggestioin
has been approved, but to make this section a success, the Editorial Board must
depend on its readers for assistance. Many suitable cases come to the attention
of practitioners from time to time, and it is unfortunate that the lessons derived
from their study should have the rather restricted sphere of usefulness of two or
three practitioners only. Publication in this Journal would give a wider publicity
to these cases, and would, it is thought, materially benefit the profession as a
whole. Short clinical accounts of such cases, both medical and surgical, will be
most acceptable to the Editorial Board. Two clinical reports appear in this number
of the Journal, but they both come from Belfast readers. It is to be hoped that the
next number will see similarly interesting cases from the provincial centres. The
large county infirmaries receive patients just as interesting, anid the practitioners
of the provincial towns are as capable of writing just as accurate accounts as those
of Belfast.
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